INTRODUCTION
The train derailment and subsequent explosion in Lac-Mégantic, Que. on July 6, 2013 brought the danger of rail transportation to the forefront of public consciousness. Given the increased public awareness and scrutiny of the issue of dangerous-goods transportation by rail, an important question being asked is "how safe are Canadian railroads?" Put another way, the question is "how risky is it to transport dangerous goods by rail?" While basic statistics on the number of "accidents" and "incidents" 1 are not hard to find, those two questions are not necessarily easy to answer due to data limitations. This communiqué briefly reviews the available data on rail activity and finds them insufficient for evaluating how safe Canadian railroads are. The communiqué concludes with recommendations for improving the quality and accessibility of rail safety data so that these questions can be answered.
In response to recent derailments and fires/explosions of crude-oil-bearing trains, Transport Canada and the Minister have initiated new safety measures 2 and regulations.
3 Minister Raitt has also requested a review of the transportation of dangerous goods (TDG) in Canada and safety management systems by the Standing Committee on Transport, Infrastructure and Communities. 4 The committee has been asked to consider the following questions:
• What additional measures could be taken to strengthen TDG safety across all modes of transportation?
• How does Canada's TDG regime compare to that of the United States?
• Should the implementation of Safety Management systems be adjusted to provide a greater focus on the transportation of dangerous goods?
There is an established literature and well-developed methodologies for safety performance assessment; typically, these methods begin with assessing whether safety goals and objectives are clearly articulated, and then assess performance against these objectives. 5 Transport Canada's website has several levels of legislation on rail safety, including acts, regulations, rules, standards, guidelines and policies. A critical component of safety assessments is the availability of sufficient data to compare performance to the stated goals. In addition, one should also want to know the impact and economic cost of an accident for determining acceptable risk. This communiqué provides some insight to answering the questions posed to the Standing Committee by assessing whether publicly available data is sufficiently detailed to evaluate rail safety in Canada.
1 See the appendix for definitions.
2 Transport Canada, "Minister Raitt responds to Transportation Safety Board recommendations following LacMégantic," statement January 23, 2014, http://news.gc.ca/web/articleen.do?mthd=advSrch&crtr.page=5&crtr.dpt1D=6695&nid=811029.
3 Transport Canada, "Transport Canada moves to further improve the safe transportation of dangerous goods," news release January 10, 2014, http://news.gc.ca/web/articleen.do?mthd=advSrch&crtr.page=6&crtr.dpt1D=6695&nid=808769.
CANADIAN DATA
The year 2013 was an average year for train incidents (with 216 incidents) and accidents (1,066), with slightly more incidents than the 2008-2012 average (209) and slightly fewer accidents (1,070).
6 Including the Lac-Mégantic derailment, 2013 had 11 accidents with fire or explosion, 93 incidents with a dangerous-goods leak, 145 accidents involving dangerous goods, and four accidents with a dangerous-goods release.
7 Table 1 displays basic accident and incident statistics from 1998 to 2013. There is a substantial amount of detail provided by these summaries, in terms of the breakdown of accidents and incidents by type. Accidents involving dangerous goods averaged 15 per cent of all accidents over the period, while accidents with a dangerous-goods release averaged just 0.4 per cent of all accidents.
8 However, incidents with a dangerous-goods leak accounted for 43 per cent of incidents on average. Accidents with fire or explosion were only two per cent of all accidents. Figure 1 plots the trends for certain categories. Statistics, 2007 Statistics, , 2008 Statistics, , 2009 Statistics, , 2010 Statistics, , 2011 Statistics, , 2012 
FIGURE 1: SELECTED CATEGORIES OF RAILWAY OCCURRENCES (1998-2013)
Source: Transportation Safety Board; Adapted from Table 1 in Rail Statistics, 2007 , 2008 , 2009 , 2010 , 2011 , 2012 To answer the question "how safe are Canadian railroads?" one first needs to define what "safe" means. The most intuitive measure is the probability of an accident or incident occurring, or perhaps the probability of a derailment occurring. To find this, we would divide our chosen adverse occurrence by a measure of rail activity. For example, in the Transportation Safety Board's annual statistics, a number reported is main-track accidents per million maintrack train miles (MMTTM). Train miles are the number of trains operated in a given year multiplied by the distance travelled. In 2012, there were 1.6 main-track accidents per million main-track train miles, and 80.1 million main-track train miles travelled. This is a limited analysis in several respects. First, it only reports main-track accidents per MMTTM (million main-track train miles), while Table 1 shows non-main-track collisions and derailments are much more frequent. Second, the statistics reported in Table 1 modes of transportation. 10 An alternative to consider is accidents per tonne mile (or tonne km); this is the method used in the U.K. and the U.S. Table 2 shows freight-train accident rates for several activity measures. A concern one should have in looking at Table 2 is that using these measures of activity to scale accident rates also obscures accident rates: if there are the same number of accidents in subsequent years, but train miles have increased, accident rates will appear better, though there was no absolute improvement in safety. The most important reason that the statistics in Table 2 provide only a limited analysis is that the aggregate statistic of accidents per million train miles, or million tonne km, ignores other contributing circumstances, such as season, origin and destination, tonnage carried, products carried, and average speed, all of which could affect the probability of an accident. For example, a train travelling from Calgary to Vancouver travels through much different geography than a train travelling from Calgary to Regina; all else being equal, this would affect the speed of the train and hence the probability of an accident.
It is possible to calculate a rough measure of the probability of an accident, under certain assumptions. Using the Transportation Safety Board's statistic of 1.6 main-track accidents per million main-track train miles in 2012, we know that there is one main-track accident per million main-track train kilometres. Based on this, if we think about a single train transporting all of Canada's rail cargo, the average distance between accidents is one million kilometres. Using this statistic, we can then calculate the probability of an accident occurring within a 10 For example, a train can carry far more grain than can road vehicles, and so an equivalent volume of grain would require many more trucks. 11 There is a 0.1 per cent chance a train has an accident within 1,000 km during a trip of at least 1,000 km, and a 63 per cent probability of a train travelling at least one million km in a single trip having an accident within one million km. Of course, this is a very rough measure, based on a single year, and does not include the accident rate for non-maintrack activity, or other factors that can influence the probability of an accident occurring. Nor can we determine if trains with dangerous goods are more or less likely to have an accident relative to trains without dangerous goods cargo.
If one wanted to know the probability of a given train experiencing an accident, it would be impossible to determine using the currently available data. The Transportation Safety Board, Transport Canada and Statistics Canada do not publicly report the number of train trips in Canada. The best that is available is tonne km, train km or total train hours, but only up to 2009.
12 Average freight-train haul distances are reported, 13 so one could back out the average number of freight trains in a given year using train kilometres, and report accidents per average number of freight trains. However, this would overestimate accident rates, as the Transportation Safety Board does not distinguish between freight-and passenger-train accidents/incidents. Furthermore, as noted earlier, these data are only available to 2009, which is not very useful for evaluating current rail safety.
Compare this to publicly available data on airline travel available through the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics: For every airline, there are data on flights by type of plane, origin and destination, including cause of delay, from 1987 to present, with a one-month delay. This sort of comprehensive data is what is required to adequately evaluate rail safety in Canada. The United States has comprehensive rail accident data; the Federal Railroad Administration Office of Safety Analysis has downloadable data including accident time, weather conditions, latitude and longitude, cars involved, and the determined cause, among other details. Presumably Canada's rail companies keep track of origin, destination, commodities carried, date of trip and whether the train was involved in an accident or incident for all train trips. Canada could become a world leader in transparency by requiring this reporting from the major rail companies and creating a public data portal.
OTHER ISSUES: DATA ACCESSIBILITY AND QUALITY
A centralized repository of data and statistics is an important part of evaluating research questions. The government of Canada could help, in a very basic way, by collating data available in public reports and making it available at the government's central data portal, data.gc.ca, or at a separate rail (or transportation) safety data portal.
Rail accident/incident data are available from three different government organizations: Statistics Canada, Transport Canada (TC), and the Transportation Safety Board (TSB). Statistics Canada produces tables on railway operations, freight and passenger transportation, and some accident data. Transport Canada produces an annual report on transportation in Canada, with an addendum that includes annual statistics on a variety of transportation subjects, including rail accident data. The Transportation Safety Board provides statistical summaries of railway occurrences; reports are available from 2007 to 2012, with monthly data for 2013 and 2014 (at the time of writing). The TSB also provides counts of federally regulated rail accidents and incidents, and occurrences and casualties by rail operator from 2003 to 2012.
The data from Statistics Canada are easy to access, manipulate and download. Transport Canada's data, however, are only in PDF form, which requires them to be laboriously translated into manipulable form. In addition, the reports from 2010, 2011 and 2012 are the only ones currently downloadable from the TC website; reports from 1996 through 2009 must be requested. In the reports themselves, only a 10-year span of data is reported, requiring researchers to utilize multiple reports to acquire historical data. 14 Data from TSB also require laborious translation into a manipulable form.
These data can easily be made more accessible to the general public by creating one spreadsheet with all years of data, downloadable from Transport Canada's website, the Transportation Safety Board website, and data.gc.ca. A second option would be to create a rail safety or transportation safety data portal, similar to those in the U.S. and U.K.
15 Surprisingly, there are differences in the railway-occurrence statistics reported by Transport Canada and the Transportation Safety Board. For example, the TSB reports fires/explosions as one category, while TC reports only fire, and does not report explosions. As another example, TC reports employee accidents and passenger accidents separately, while TSB aggregates them into one category. A third example: TSB utilizes the "other" category for accidents and incidents, while Transport Canada assigns a type to all occurrences reported. In addition, the total number of accidents reported by each organization differs in 2005 and 2006 , and the number of incidents differs in 2006. This lack of consistency is concerning, as both organizations operate under the same legislation defining railway occurrences.
Rail-safety data from Statistics Canada are also different; they cover only accidents, not incidents, and dangerous goods or top commodities, rather than all accidents. 15 In the U.S., the Federal Railroad Administration's Office of Safety Analysis operates a data portal with downloadable and query-able rail safety data. In the U.K., the Office of Rail Regulation operates a data portal. In addition, the Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB) operates the Safety Management Information System that collects railway safety records for Great Britain; the RSSB produces annual reports and all data are available for download.
